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London: Capital of the Twenty-first 
Century?

London is distinguished on many levels.  
It is, simultaneously, Europe’s only World 
City, the nation’s capital and a city region 
of 1,579 km2 territory bounded by the 
protected green belt (initiated thru the 
Greater London Plan 1944). This city 
region contains local communities for 
7.5 M residents that are defined within 
the structure of 33 borough councils.  
Reading these characteristics requires 
an understanding of the actors and forces 
tied to the production of London’s spatial 
development.  

An analysis might take the form of 
mapping various roles and motives 
of government (national/ regional/ 
local), private enterprises and public 
agencies. However, it is arguable that 
the implications of physical development 
on the environment have greater 
significance.  In this sense, there is a 
provocative parallel to Walter Benjamin’s 
essay “Paris, Capital of the Nineteenth 
Century”, in which the author explored 
C 19th Paris as the register of dynamic 
changes in European society.  Similarly, 
as London’s service-based economy 
thrives off its financial services sector 
and creative industries, concentrations 
of wealth and specialist activity are 
the manifestation of our contemporary 
society in space.  Perhaps Benjamin’s 
characterisations of the typologies of 
arcades, panoramas and boulevards (to 

name but a few) have to be re-considered 
through a reading of themes like 
exclusivity, class division and pleasure.  
Each expresses difference and may be 
measured in every part of the city, to 
varying degrees. The following three 
examples are relevant to Southwark: 

Disparity  
As mentioned before the city observed 
today is one of high social contrast.  Its 
image is that of a place for doing business 
and visiting, which attracts inward flows 
of capital ranging from investment to 
spending money by tourism.  Consider the 
fact that in the world’s equity markets, 
the historic “Square Mile” of the City of 
London has a primacy that is rivalled 
only by Manhattan’s Wall Street, or that 
Heathrow airport is Europe’s largest 
transatlantic hub.  Preserving this status 
poses the challenge to remain a relevant 
touchstone for capturing global flows and 
that is precisely why the welfare state’s 
obstacles are constantly eased and 
removed.  In the past twenty-five years, 
an underlying Thatcherite ideology has 
pursued de-regulation and privatisation 
of the state. Competitiveness and 
efficiency are the watchwords in a regime 
where there is unprecedented alignment 
of values between the public and the 
private sectors.

Even the current must have, the office 
tower, illustrates this point.  Planning 
laws have recently been eased in order 
to allow developers to build tall (despite 
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Fragmentation  
London-wide representation through a 
directly elected Mayor and an Assembly 
is relatively new (2000).  Its predecessor, 
the Greater London Council (GLC 
– leader ‘Red’ Ken Livingstone) lost a 
political struggle and was abolished 
in 1986 (by the Thatcher Government), 
after which there was fourteen years 
of power sharing amongst the national 
government’s ministries of state and 
local councils.  While this empowered 
local government, there was no single 
authority for co-ordinating London-wide 
issues.  When it came to de-regulating 
the City’s financial services sector, this 
was a matter for the Treasury (finance 
ministry), while other strategic issues 
like planning and transport were dealt 
with through stakeholder partnerships 
between agencies, private interests and 
government (locally and nationally).  If 
this system had a tone, its thinking 
was strategic and negotiable.  That is 
perhaps why Southwark succeeded in 
regenerating Bankside and Borough 
Market on the City’s fringe, but has so far 
failed with more remote locations.

Under New Labour’s political devolution, 
London regained its region status 
(as Scotland and Wales), even though 
its boundaries mirror those from its 
metropolitan incarnation.  However, there 
are key differences.  The new City Hall 
at Tower Bridge (Foster and Partners) 
is pure trophy architecture, but its form 
and layout are indicative of the Mayor’s 
role as promoter of London’s image but 
not as its key policy maker.  The present 
Mayor (Ken Livingstone re-branded) has 
been superimposed on the system of local 
councils and his strategic powers are 
largely shared with central government.  
Take transport, which is divided between 
the privatised tube network versus road 

being half the height of the world’s 
tallest skyscrapers) in locations that 
were once deemed to be too sensitive in 
conservation terms.  It is no coincide that 
the changing skyline is being re-fashioned 
to accommodate the requirements of 
global corporations. The changing skyline 
symbolises that competitiveness has 
become a matter of survival.  

By virtue of its location facing the City 
across the River Thames, Southwark is 
on the cusp of this action.  For years, the 
division between North and South was as 
stark as day and night.  Even today, the 
council is forced to balance its regulatory 
authority for development (spreading 
from the City) with its traditional role as 
one of London’s largest social housing 
landlords.  

The borough registers three bands, with 
Dulwich in the south and Bankside in the 
north, as the areas that generally contain 
the stock of the most affluent housing.  
The middle is the zone where Southwark, 
as one of London’s biggest social housing 
landlords, has constructed thousands 
of mass housing units.  Cheaply built 
during the post-war boom (1951-
1970) and unfashionable, these heroic 
modern buildings take the form of mass 
estates that spread southwards from 
Bermondsey to Peckham.

Southwark, Tower Hamlets and Hackney 
top the tables of inner city areas with 
the nation’s highest concentrations of 
poverty.  The irony is that these places are 
near, or in between centres of extreme 
wealth at Canary Wharf and the City of 
London. Aside from low-skilled servicing 
jobs, there is little connection between 
these two worlds of rich and poor.
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transport, where the Mayor controls 
congestion charging and buses.  In 
planning too, the Mayor prepares the 
spatial development strategy known 
as the London Plan, but does not (yet) 
have authority to approve planning 
applications.  Local authorities, like 
Southwark and the City, still determine 
what is best for their locality.  This 
struggle of negotiation shapes London’s 
spatial development through each major 
project and not by a comprehensive 
structure plan.

Urban Renaissance 
Sustainable development is a broad term 
that finds currents in the thinking about 
how to produce cities for the future.  
In Lord Rogers and the Urban Task 
Force, we find their “Towards an Urban 
Renaissance” (1999) as a model that 
promotes inner city living and community 
as the means to achieve quality of life: 
decent housing, useful public space 
and opportunities for social exchange.  
This represents a holistic approach, 
in which high-density is concentrated 
around public transport nodes, optimises 
consumption of energy and natural 
resources and re-uses previously 
developed brownfield sites instead of 
green countryside.  

For Southwark, the issue becomes one of 
adaptation.  It is important to remember 
that there is an abundance of brownfield 
land for re-development and a strong 
measure of green and open spaces.  
These are nothing if we do not consider 
the challenges posed by spatial context 
and proximities: the Elephant and Castle 
benefits from access to two rail main 
lines and countless bus and cycle routes, 
but its regeneration has always been set 
back by the logistics of re-housing social 
housing tenants. This is compounded 

even further away on the large post-war 
housing estates, which are remote from 
efficient transport and are entrenched in 
inherited social and ethnic divisions that 
make mid-borough areas like Peckham 
less desirable for all to live in than other 
comparative places like Dulwich.  While 
it is possible to realise this vision, the 
essence is to understand the context, 
situate the site and then propose 
interventions that work at these various 
urban scales.  

The examples presented above are but 
a few where London hosts the currents 
in society and Southwark is the local 
register of change.  The challenge for 
devising the term’s “Urban Constitution” 
is to recognise the issues involved in 
producing sustainable city space before 
immediately thinking about architecture.  
Successful urban space is a consideration 
of the city’s social, economic and 
environmental needs in equal measure.  
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SCHEDULE
SEMESTER 01
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TRIPS
LONDON

Field Trip to London (Sept. 27-30)

Thursday, Sep. 27
Morning: arrival City Airport from Geneva 
+ visit to the Laban Dance Center.
Afternoon: visit to the Tate Modern.

Friday, Sep. 28
Day: symposium at the Tate Modern. 

Saturday, Sep. 29
Morning: trajectories through Southwark, 
Lewisham, Tower Hamlets, City, 
Westminster and Lambeth.
Afternoon: Visit the Serpentine Pavilion.

Sunday, Sep. 30
Day: field investigation to prepare the 
case studies.
Evening: departure from City Airport to 
Geneva

Review Trip to London (Dec. 6-9) 

Thursday, Dec. 6
Morning: arrival at City Airport from 
Geneva, move to the hotel. 
Afternoon: preparation for presentation

Friday, Dec. 7
Day: presentation of the Urban 
Constitution in Southwark.

Saturday, Dec. 8
Day: field investigation to prepare for the 
feasibility studies.

Sunday, Dec. 9
Day: field investigation to prepare the 
feasibility studies.
Evening: departure from City Airport to 
Geneva

Oxford Street, photo R. Blättler
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SYMPOSIUM
28.09.2007 @ TATE MODERN, LONDON 

9:30 Arrival and Coffee

10:00 Welcome and Introduction (Harry 
Gugger)

MORNING SESSION: INTRODUCTIONS 
AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION

10:05 Harry Gugger (EPFL Professor of 
Architectural Projects)

10:30 Sheena Wagstaff (Curator and 
Director of Exhibition at Tate Modern)

11:00 Peter Bishop (‘Design for London’ 
Director)

11:40 Philipp Rode (LSE Executive 
Director, Urban Age, Cities Programme)

12:20 Question and Answer Session

12:40 Lunch at the Tate

AFTERNOON SESSION: RESEARCH 
METHODOLOGY AND ACTUAL PROJECTS

14:00 Tony Travers (LSE Director of the 
Greater London Group)

14:40 Robert Tavernor (Director of the 
Cities Programme at the LSE)

15:20 Break

15:30 Alistair Huggett (Framework and 
Implementation Manager of Economic 
Development and Strategic Partnerships) 

16:10 Stephen Witherford (WWM 
Architects, Winner of the Bankside Urban 
Park Planning Competition)

16:50 Break

17:00 Panel Discussion (Moderator: 
Rowan Moore)

17:30 Closing Remarks and Thank You 
Note (Harry Gugger)

Global Cities exhibition, Tate Modern, photo R. Blättler
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The first assignment will be a case study 
analysis of six London boroughs, including 
Southwark. The boroughs have been 
chosen as a representative set of different 
urban growth patterns and development 
policies within London. 

The six chosen case studies are:
1_ Lambeth
2_ Lewisham
3_ City of London
4_ City of Westminster
5_ Tower Hamlets
6_ Southwark

Each student group will be assigned one 
borough and will be required to research, 
analyse, and document the conditions 
and statistics relating to five important 
planning themes. To do this effectively, 
each member of a team will become a 
“specialist” of one of these themes.

The 5 themes of study are:
1_ Housing
2_ Education
3_ Health
4_ Transport
5_ Environment

Task 
(Individual / group work – 2 weeks)
Each group will create a case study for 
their assigned city. 
The group will be divided into five 
specialists; each specialist will research 
their theme and show its relation to the 
evolution of the borough and its urban 

structure. The final group report will be 
a compilation of the individual themes, 
including standardized statistical and 
physical data, as well as an overall 
analysis and set of conclusions.
The conclusions for the case study should 
identify special and unique features and 
clarify the advantages and problems of 
the borough.

Schedule
Final presentation and review  will be held 
on Thursday and Friday, October 11 & 12.

Deliverables
Each group is required to create a digital 
presentation, and a Case Study Book.  
The presentation should include the 
results from research, statistics, and 
analysis of each of the themes for the 
city. The presentation should conclude 
with an overall assessment of the city 
and personal reflections on its qualities. 
The digital presentation should be 
submitted in both high and low resolution 
digital files, so as to facilitate internet 
downloading by our partners in London.
The deliverable for the case study will 
be an A3 - Case Study Book. The Book 
should include all of the statistics and 
information from the presentation, 
presented as fact sheets, and graphics. 
The documentation should address each 
of the individual specialist themes in 
a clear and concise format and should 
provide maps with coordinate scales to be 
used for comparison between groups.

CASE STUDIES

PHASE 1
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The second half of the semester shifts 
the studio focus onto the main topic of 
investigation: the borough of Southwark. 

An urban strategy is composed of 
many constituent components, each 
addressing a specialized interests, yet 
also requiring proper integration with 
the others to create an “intelligent tool” 
for the evolution of a masterplan. In this 
phase, participants will resume their role 
as “specialist” (in Housing, Education, 
Health, Transport, and Environment) 
and will develop urban strategies for the 
project area.

Task 
(group / individual work – 3 weeks)
For this phase the specialists will work 
together as a Specialist Group to conduct 
research and analysis on Southwark and 
its context. 
Once the base data for the area has 
been compiled the specialists will then 
work individually, in consultation with 
their Design Group, to develop a Urban 
Strategy for their topic. This assignment 
creates a multi-faceted foundation for the 
development of a full plan for Southwark.

Schedule
Final presentations of the individual 
work will be held on Thursday and Friday 
November 1 & 2.

Deliverables
Each specialized theme group is 
responsible for a A3 briefing booklet 
of ~15-20 pages. This booklet should 
document the basic data for each theme 
including statistics, history, reports, 
images, maps, diagrams, and should 
provide a list of primary planning issues 
to be considered for the evolution of the 
borough.
Each individual student is also 
responsible to design a “procedural 
based development strategy” for the 
future evolution of the site with respect 
to their specialization.  The deliverable 
for each strategy is an A0 plan of the 
site (or schematic diagram for their 
theme) and documentation outlining the 
primary concerning issues. The individual 
strategies will form the basis for the next 
assignment and should already include 
reflections on how the thematic issues 
should be integrated into an overall 
proposal.

URBAN STRATEGY

PHASE 2

White Heart Pub Southwark, photo R. Blättler
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In this phase, Southwark will be divided 
into 6 parts that correspond to the 
councils or a group of councils: 

1. Walworth + Borough & Bankside,  2. 
Bermondsey, 3. Rotherhithe, 4. Peckham 
+ Camberwell, 5. Nunhead + Peckham 
Rye and 6. Dulwich. 

The goal of this phase is to produce an 
Urban Constitution: a plan that provides a 
logical set of guiding rules which allow for 
an appropriate and consistent response to 
urban development. The goal for the lapa  
Southwark urban constitution is to provide 
an inspiration for the new Southwark Local 
Development Framework. The starting 
basis for this work is the amalgamation of 
the work of the different specialists within 
design group projects. 
The resulting “Urban Constitution” will 
be a designed synthesis of the individual 
theme strategies, combined to be flexible 
& responsive to future influences.
Within each constitution there should 
be a statement of general goals and a 
thesis for the development of the site. 
This thesis should react to the most 
pertinent statistical facts and group 
predictions for the future development in 
the municipality.  
The goal for this project is not to provide 
a typical fixed “master plan” for future 
building, but to provide a logical set of 
guiding rules to allow for an appropriate 
and consistent response to the changing 
influences on Southwark. 

Task
(Group work – 5 weeks) 
Each group is to combine their individual 
theme studies and create an Urban 
Constitution. The Urban Constitution 
should be a series of procedural rules 
that correlate to the stated goals and 
thesis of the group. The constitution 
should address the perceived needs of 
the borough in the short, medium, and 
long term, and should be represented as 
a schematic strategy that integrates the 
multiple overlaying aspects of planning 
with a flexible methodology. 
The Urban Constitutions should 
demonstrate that the group understands 
the significant issues facing the borough, 
the different methodological processes 
used to resolve typical issues, and then 
state how their proposals will fit within 
this framework.

Schedule
Final presentations of the Urban 
Constitution will be held on Thursday and 
Friday December 6 & 7, in London.

Deliverables  
Each Design Group is responsible for 
a Partial Urban Constitution digital 
presentation. The presentation should 
explain the constitution, through the use 
of maps, diagrams, models, images, 
graphics, and supporting reference data. 
Each group should also create an A3 book 
based on the presentation. This document 
should compile all graphic materials to 
support constitution. 

PHASE 3

URBAN CONSTITUTION
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The first phase of an architectural 
project is to acknowledge a client brief, 
and to conduct analysis to determine 
the feasibility of a project. A Feasibility 
Study should outline the current physical, 
infrastructural, and legal conditions 
and restrictions of a site and develop a 
“diagrammatic” approach to assessing 
its compatibility with the program of the 
client brief.

Task
For this phase participants are required 
to devise a project, chose a site within the 
given Urban Constitution of Southwark, 
and prepare a Feasibility Study which will 
guide the design project.
Once the program and site has been 
defined, the overall project proposal 
should be discussed with the tutors to 
ensure it is “feasible” and that the chosen 
site is available (only one project per site).
The students should balance the project 
issues of program, complexity, & size, 
with the resources of the team members. 
The project team is then required to 
analyse and prepare a Feasibility Study 
and complete the Feasibility Study 
Briefing Document.

Schedule
Final presentations of the Feasibility 
Study will be held on Thursday and Friday 
December 20 & 21.

Deliverables
Feasibility Study briefing documents 
(Format A3, on paper and PDF)  
Site model, including diagrammatic 
feasibility sketch model 

FEASIBILITY STUDY

PHASE 4

Feasibility Study, lapa studio 05/06, students: S.Gutscher + A.Dubach
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SEMESTER INFO

RESEARCH THEMES

Research themes were chosen based on 
their importance in London policies, and 
on daily life in the city. These themes are 
seen as broad fields of investigation, and 
should be analysed in both the context 
of their importance in daily life, and their 
affect on urban policy. There is a large 
degree of “overlap” between themes, 
revealing complexity in the urban issues 
of the case study sites, and Southwark.

Environment
Environment is becoming one of the 
most important issue in our globalized 
world. This topic includes all aspects of 
ecology, landscape, green-space, climate, 
pollution, (... etc.) and the resulting 
consequences and effects. 

Health
Health as both business and as social 
infrastructural influence on the 
urban fabric. London is a global city, 
therefore health as a research theme 
is an important key for reading and 
understanding the complexity of the city.

Education
Education is a key issue in the 
development of community and urbanity. 
Education facilities are very often 
one of the central physical nodes of a 
community. The provision, location, and 
access to education facilities affect urban 
living and planning, this theme addresses 
education and its relation to changing 
society and community. 

Housing
Location and society define a community, 
but housing is the physical foundation 
of urban structure of a neighbourhood. 
Housing should address the issues of 
living and dwelling in a specific area, 
and the resulting quality of life for the 
inhabitants.

Transport
Transportation is the freedom of 
movement of people, goods, services, and 
knowledge. This topic includes all aspects 
of movement - both public and private, 
vehicles, circulation, and the resulting 
consequences and effects upon the urban 
fabric and its constituents. 

Standard data for all Case Studies
- Density 
- Expansion of city (vertical, horizontal 
- Green spaces/Air Quality /Pollution 
- Municipalities/Organisation of City 
- Age of Population/where lives who 
- Income/ Employment/Segregation 
- Cars (private, state owned)  
- Public Transport 
- GDP (gross Domestic Product)
More standardized data may be requested 
based on the progression of the studio 
and the results of the analyses.
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GLOSSARY

This glossary is included so as to 
facilitate the understanding of words 
within the lapa project context. It is 
not intended to be a comprehensive 
dictionary of complete definitions. 

Constituent
Serving as part of a whole; component: 
a constituent element. A resident 
of a district or member of a group 
that authorizes another to act as a 
representative

Constitution 
The physical make up of the body, 
including its functions metabolic 
processes, reactions to stimuli, and 
resistance to the attack of pathogenic 
organisms: A written instrument 
containing the fundamental rules of a 
political or social organization

Infrastructure
An underlying base or foundation 
especially for an organization or 
system: The basic facilities, services, 
and installations needed for the 
functioning of a community or society, ex: 
transportation, communication, water, 
power, & public institutions.

Masterplan
A long-term plan for all interacting 
aspects of a project or defined area 
giving a concrete plan for development, 
or comprehensive guidance & instruction

Issues to consider include: Buildings, 
sizes, functions, local urbanity, program, 
style, history

Methodology
A body of practices, procedures, and 
rules used by those who work in a specific 
discipline or project; a set of working 
methods:

Pervasive
Spread throughout, Having the quality or 
tendency to pervade or permeate 

Synthesis 
The combining of separate elements or 
substances to form a coherent whole

Strategy
An adaptation or complex of adaptations 
of behaviour, metabolism, or structure 
that serves as an important function 
in achieving evolutionary success:  An 
elaborate and systematic plan of action

Script
(v.) To orchestrate behaviour or an event, 
example as if writing a theatrical script.
(n.) An interpreted written set of 
instructions which interact with a given 
program.

Ref: www.dictionary.com
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To satisfy the criteria the evaluation 
of student work will be based on the 
following criteria:
- Understanding of the task 
- Pertinence of analysis 
- Quality of  decisions in the evolution of 
analysis to proposal
- Development of logical process 
that relate to planning strategies and 
syntheses.
- Coherence of the proposal to the given 
assignment and defined scenario
- Quality of the potential social and 
physical design
- Quality of representation, graphics and 
content
- Individual contribution to the process of 
group work
- Individual contributions to presentations 
and discourse
Each assignment will be assessed based 
on a balance between the individual 
contribution and the logical and 
methodological resolution of integrating 
the individual work into a unified project.

The emphasis of evaluation of the 
semester is on individual work.  Although 
the scope of the semester project is 
executed at the group level so as to deal 
with the large scale of both area and 
complexity, the workflow is subdivided 
into individual work projects.
There are two specific reasons for this:

The first reason is the Bologna 
Declaration on the European space for 
Higher Education, which guides the 
academic programs at the Bachelors and 
Masters Level. This convention states: 
Each student work should be discernable 
as independent and evaluated individually.

The second reason is that architecture 
is a profession which relies on the 
cumulative work of many different 
disciplines to develop and support the 
process of architectural design and 
production.  To work successfully as 
an architect there must be respect 
and an understanding of the other 
collaborative disciplines as well as other 
designers within the team. The mandate 
for the Laboratoire de la production 
d’architecure, is to study, evaluate, and 
develop the different architectural issues 
that combine to create projects of the 
highest quality. 

APPRAISAL 
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GIS - Geographic Information System
A database system for the creation, 
management and vizualization of mapping 
and geo-referenced data. 

Remote sensing
Technique of environmental and 
geographic data acquisition involving the 
use of instruments aboard aircraft and 
spacecraft.

UTM – Universal Transverse Mercator
A coordinate system based on an 
overlapping grid method of specifying 
locations on the surface of the Earth.

Visualization
The use of diagrams or three dimensional 
representations to represent abstract 
data, non-graphic, or non-spatial 
information in a form that facilitates 
human understanding.

ref: www.wikipedia.org

Architects must study and co-design 
the digital technologies that are 
revolutionizing architectural production. 
Many issues of this semester topic will 
lend themselves well to the use of digital 
technologies in this study. 

From a technology viewpoint, the full 
year project can be clearly divided into 
its two semesters; geographic analysis 
and urban planning in the first semester, 
and architectural design and production 
in the second semester. These two tasks 
have direct analogies in the type of digital 
tools and data used.

Technology Glossary

CNC - Computer Numerically 
Controlled
Digital control system used primarily in 
the controlling of CAM machines.

DRG - Digital raster graphic
A digital image that is encoded with 
georeferenced border information, 
referred to as the “map collar”. Ex: ortho 
aerial images & scanned map images.

DTM – Digital Terrain Model
A digital surface generated by using GIS 
point elevation data or mapped contour 
line information.

FTP – File Transfer Protocol
System used to transfer individual data 
files using the internet or an FTP server. 

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY

DTS review, R. Loveridge with lapa students, photo R. Blättler
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Laboratoire de la production 
d`architecture (lapa) 
EPFL ENAC IA LAPA
Bâtiment GC H2 614
Station 18.
CH-1015 Lausanne
Tel:  +41 21 69 314 82
Fax: +41 21 69 362 60
Email: lapa@epfl.ch
Web: http://lapa.epfl.ch

lapa CHAIR
CONTACTS

Harry Gugger 
Professor
harry.gugger@epfl.ch 
+41 21 69 332 14

Ralph Blättler
Teaching assistant 
ralph.blaettler@epfl.ch 
+41 79 218 81 10

Simon Chessex 
Teaching assistant 
s.chessex@epfl.ch 
+41 78 666 90 29 

Antoine Robert-Grandpierre
Teaching assistant
antoine.robert-grandpierre@epfl.ch 
+41 78 821 72 89 

Russell Loverdige 
Research assistant
russell.loveridge@epfl.ch 
+41 21 69 314 83

Thomas Bregmann
Research assistant
thomas.bregman@epfl.ch
+41 21 69 314 82

John Morgan
lapa ambassador, London
jrmorg@aol.com
+44 7 976 72 74 13

lapa office EPFL, photo R. Blättler





31To reach the lapa Office and the Atelier:
take entry GC from main passerelle on level 2

HOW TO FIND lapa?
EPFL MAP

lapa Office
GC H2 614

Building GC, Zone H, Level 2, Office 614
adjacent to Hall G

lapa Studio
GC F1 10
Building GC,  Zone F, Level 1, Room 10
adjacent to Hall F

EPFL campus, photo R. Blättler
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SOURCE BOOK
ARTICLES
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This article can be found in pdf file under:
\\enacitpc3.epfl.ch\transfertateliers1$\Atelier LAPA_STUDIO\070801_LON_Sourcebook\
070801_LON_SB_lite_magazine_house_prices
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This article can be found in pdf file under:
\\enacitpc3.epfl.ch\transfertateliers1$\Atelier LAPA_STUDIO\070801_LON_Sourcebook\
070801_LON_SB_bd_southwark’s_feuding_neighbours
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This article can be found in pdf file under:
\\enacitpc3.epfl.ch\transfertateliers1$\Atelier LAPA_STUDIO\070801_LON_Sourcebook\
070801_LON_SB_uk_weights_and_measures
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This article can be found in pdf file under:
\\enacitpc3.epfl.ch\transfertateliers1$\Atelier LAPA_STUDIO\070801_LON_Sourcebook\
070801_LON_SB_bd_architest
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